
1) What are these photographs 
showing?

2) What effect would this have on the 
American soldiers in Vietnam?

3) How does this compare to the 
American battle plan?

Brains in Gear



How did the Vietcong plan 
to win the Vietnam War?

13/12/2021

Learning Outcomes:

By the end of this lesson you will:

- Describe the Vietcong military tactics

- Compare them to the American tactics

- Make a judgment on which was more effective

Fundamental British Values: 
Respect and Tolerance

Today’s Title:

Key Words:

Guerrilla = A style of fighting a 
much more powerful opponent 
that relies on secrecy, tricks and 
avoiding big battles.

Vietcong = The American name 
for the Vietnamese army.

What tactics 
and 

strategies are 
used in wars 

today?

How did the Vietcong plan 
to win?

How did US opinion change?

This lesson:

Next lesson:

How did the USA plan 
to win?

Previous lesson:
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Your Task:

Make a list of features in a Viet 
Cong tunnel system.

Explain how each feature would 
affect the American soldiers.

CHALLENGE: Explain how 
Vietnamese soldiers might feel 

living and fighting in these 
tunnels.



Complete the tactics table using 
pages 21-22 in your purple books! 

Think about the PRO’S and CON’S. 

CHALLENGE: 
Which tactic 
was most 
effective? 
Write a PEE 
using evidence. 

What 
tactics are 
used in war 
today? How 
effective 
are they? 



Tactic Description What was strong about 
this tactic

What was weak about 
this tactic

Guerrilla 
tactics

Hearts
and 
Minds

Tunnels

Booby 
Traps



Tactic Description Why it was a 
strong tactic

What was weak 
about this tactic

Guerrilla 
tactics

Tried not to confront enemy in an all-out, open battle
Not to defeat ARVN outright or US so they could take control of South Vietnam

Attack when at weakest. Aim to just attack those who supported South and win over 
South to wear down morale to unify North and South

Hearts
and Minds

Getting the South Vietnamese to support the North.

They were kind and friendly to the South Vietnamese farmers and gave them help and 
food.

They were incredibly violent to South Vietnamese that helped the American soldiers. 

Tunnels

Booby 
Traps

Secret traps that were laid in the forest, on roads and in villages. These were incredibly 
psychologically damaging for the US troops. 

60% of US deaths and injuries came from traps.



What were the similarities and differences 
between American and Viet Cong tactics?

Use your tactics  
information sheets 
and knowledge to 

help you.
EXTENSION: Write a 
PEE paragraph explain 

the similarities and 
differences between 

American and VC 
tactics/weapons. 

CHALLENGE : Write a 
PEE paragraph that 
makes a judgment on 

which side you think had a 
better battle plan.



Create your own grid like the one below. Then 
choose nine words from the list below to fill 
the grid. One word or phrase per box.

Booby traps
Mines

Tunnels
Cheap

Communism
Operation rolling thunder

Cluster bombs
Napalm

Defoliants
Guerrilla

Air mobility
Search and destroy missions

Vietcong
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